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Abstract
The percept of self-motion through the environment is supported by visual motion signals and eye movement signals. The
interaction between these signals by decoupling of the eye movement and the pattern of retinal motion during brief simulated
ego-movement on straight or circular trajectories was studied. A new response method enabled subjects to report perceived
destination and perceived curvature of their future path simultaneously. Various combinations of simulated gaze rotation in the
retinal flow and eye pursuit were investigated. Simulated gaze rotation ranged from consistent and larger than, to opponent and
larger than eye pursuit. It was found that the perceived destination shifts non-linearly with the mismatch between simulated gaze
rotation and eye pursuit. The non-linearity is also revealed in the perceived tangent heading direction and perceived path
curvature, although to different extent in different subjects. For the same retinal flow, eye pursuit that is consistent with the
simulated gaze rotation reduces heading error and the perceived path straightens out. In contrast, perceived path and/or heading
do not become more curved or more biased in the direction opposite to pursuit when the eye -in-head rotation is opposite to the
simulated gaze rotation. These observations point to modulation of the effect of the extra-retinal pursuit signal by the visual
evidence for eye rotation. In a second experiment, one presented to a stationary eye the sum of a component of simulated gaze
rotation and radial flow. It was found that the bi-circular flow component, that characterizes the change in pattern of flow
directions by the gaze rotation, induces a shift of perceived heading without appreciable perceived path curvature. Conversely, the
complementary component of simulated gaze rotation (bi-radial flow) evokes a percept of motion on a curved path with a small
tangent heading error. It was suggested that bi-circular and bi-radial flow components contribute primarily to percepts of heading
and path curvature, respectively. © 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Visual motion provides useful cues for calibrating
and guiding self-motion. What kind of cues? Gibson
(1966) recognized that an eye that moves forward re-
ceives a radial pattern of motion. The centre of this
pattern coincides with the direction of heading. Conse-
quently, he proposed that humans and other animals
would use that centre of radial flow to guide locomo-
tion. Specifically, he proposed that animals would navi-
gate towards a target by adjusting their course on the
basis of the mismatch between center of the radial flow
and the object that is aimed for. This idea has come
under attack recently following the demonstration by
Rushton, Harris, and Lloyd (1998) that manipulation
of perceived egocentric direction by prisms changes the
course of subjects’ walks towards a target. The prism
shifts the centre of flow and the object direction by the
same amount, so the mismatch between target direction
and the centre of radial flow remains for navigational
purposes. Yet, subjects do not walk in a straight course
towards the target, as they would without prisms. This
led Rushton and colleagues to conclude that navigation
depends on perceived ego-centric direction of the loco-
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motor goal rather than the centre of flow. Even if this
result makes the precise role of optic flow for naviga-
tion unclear, the flow field does provide one of the most
powerful sources of information for the conscious ap-
preciation of the way one moves through the environ-
ment. Does Gibson’s idea hold water in that respect? It
is believed it does, but not as simply as conceived of by
Gibson.
One of the complications for the perception of the
direction of ego-motion, or heading, concerns the role
of observer rotation. The radial pattern of flow that is
caused by the eye’s translation (translational flow) is
disrupted or displaced on the retina if the eye also
rotates relative to the environment (gaze rotation).
There are various ways in which gaze rotation can
occur. For example, a simple eye-in-head rotation while
the head moves on a recti-linear track or rotating the
head or the body while the eye remains stationary in
the head, or a combination of eye head and body
rotation as occurs when one steers through a bend and
fixates objects on the side.
Several theoretical proposals have been made to re-
trieve the direction of heading by decomposing the
retinal flow pattern into components due to gaze rota-
tion and eye translation (Heeger & Jepson, 1990; Koen-
derink & van Doorn, 1987) or by taking differences in
the flow field in small neighbourhoods (Koenderink &
van Doorn, 1981; Beusmans, 1993) that will emphasize
the translational flow in regions with depth differences
(Longuet-Higgins & Prazdny, 1980; Rieger & Lawton,
1985; Hildreth, 1991; Royden, 1997). On the experi-
mental side, several groups have attempted to tackle the
question whether humans can with any precision per-
ceive the direction of heading in the presence of gaze
rotation and to what extent human subjects rely on
visual and to what extent on non-visual or extra-retinal
(motor-correlate) signals.
An important experimental approach has been to
compare the perceived heading direction for two condi-
tions (Warren & Hannon, 1988). First, when subjects
make a real eye rotation during simulation of forward
motion. Second, when both the rotation and the for-
ward motion of the eye relative to the scene are simu-
lated and presented to a fixating eye. In the first case,
visual and extra-retinal information on the eye’s rota-
tion correspond. In the second case, the visual evidence
that the eye rotates relative to the scene is not sup-
ported by an extra-retinal signal. Using quite slow
simulated gaze rotation of about 1 deg s−1, Warren
and Hannon showed that human performance did not
improve for real compared to simulated eye rotation.
They concluded that for perception of heading vision is
sufficient except for unfavourable conditions without
depth. This conclusion has been challenged (Royden,
Crowell, & Banks, 1994; Banks, Ehrlich, Backus, &
Crowell, 1996).
In the real eye pursuit condition heading errors are
usually quite small (typically about 2 deg). In contrast,
quite dramatic errors in perceived heading have been
reported for rotation rates that are significantly higher
than 1 deg s−1 in the simulated gaze rotation case
(Regan & Beverley, 1982; Royden et al., 1994; Banks et
al., 1996; Ehrlich, Beck, Crowell, Freeman, & Banks,
1998). Errors up to 20° were reported. These results led
Royden, Banks, and Crowell (1992) to conclude that
extra-retinal signals are required to perceive heading
correctly at least for higher rotational speeds. Royden
noted that many of her subjects perceived themselves as
moving on a curved path in the simulated gaze rotation
condition. The instantaneous retinal velocity fields for
(a) ego-motion on a circular path with eye fixed in the
head and (b) motion on a straight path combined with
eye rotation are indistinguishable, if the same rotation
(R) and translational speed (T) and direction are simu-
lated. Over time the flow fields diverge, but this may
take several hundreds of ms (Ehrlich et al., 1998) to
become detectable. For brief presentations (1.5 s), as
often used in heading studies, subjects confuse the type
of path (straight vs. curved) they are moving on. Hence,
it is important to distinguish two components in the
mismatch between the perceived and the simulated
heading direction: one that arises from an erroneous
path percept (curved vs. straight) and an error that
arises from misperception of the instantaneous direc-
tion of motion of the eye relative to the scene (Royden
et al., 1994). To emphasize this distinction the term
pointing error will be used to indicate the angle be-
tween the destination point on the perceived path and
the simulated heading direction. This measure contains
both components of error. The phrase heading error
will be reserved for the angular difference between the
simulated motion direction of the eye and the tangent
to the perceived path at the eye. This measure
quantifies the instantaneous direction error. The path
angle is the difference between these measures (see Fig.
1).
One wishes to remind the reader here of another
important distinction. The eye pursuit signal is related
to the eye-in-head rotation, whereas the rotational flow
on the retina is related to the changing direction of the
line of sight relative to the environment. They specify
therefore rotations of the eye relative to different refer-
ence frames. The term simulated eye rotation has been
used for the rotational flow that is presented to a
stationary eye. To emphasize that the rotational flow
specifies rotation relative to the environment one will
speak of simulated gaze rotation. It is remarked that
rotational flow is normally affected by eye pursuit, but
in the experiments an attempt has been made to manip-
ulate rotational flow and eye pursuit independently.
Simple geometry (Fig. 1) shows that if the subject
points to a location ‘d’ m in front of the eye on the
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perceived circular path, that the path angle contribu-
tion to the pointing direction amounts to:
epath=arctan((d R)/(2T))
This formula describes pointing angle (epath) that one
would expect if the subject perceives its heading cor-
rectly (i.e. the tangent direction to the perceived curved
path equals the simulated straight path direction), but
errs in perceiving himself on a circular path that pro-
vides the same instantaneous flow as the simulated
straight path motion (speed: T, m s−1) and simulated
gaze rotation (speed: R, radian s−1).
Royden (1994) suggested that the extra-retinal eye
rotation signal serves to distinguish between straight
path and circular path interpretations of the retinal
flow field. For a fixating eye, the circular path interpre-
tation would be favoured because that interpretation
would be less conflicting with extra-retinal signals (note:
the circular path interpretation of the simulated rota-
tion condition still carries a conflict, because vestibular
stimulation is lacking). She concluded that for simu-
lated motion through a cloud her subjects appeared to
see themselves moving towards a point on the perceived
circular path that lay about 10 m ahead in the distance.
The formula above would predict an error of 10 degrees
(d=10 m, R=5 deg s−1, T=2.5 m s−1 as used in
Expt 7; Royden et al., 1994). This is consistent with her
analysis of the data (Royden, 1994, her Fig. 5). Royden
(1994) also analysed direction errors for other simula-
tions involving approach over a ground plane or to-
wards a fronto-parallel plane. In general, when asked to
indicate their perceived heading direction, subjects
seemed to select a location about 4 s ahead on the
circular path. Banks et al. (1996) carried this analysis
further asking whether mixtures of real eye rotation
and simulated gaze rotation would reveal similar path
errors. It was found that errors in perceived direction
were very similar for the different mixtures if the point-
ing error was plotted as a function of the amount of
visual rotation on the retina that was not accompanied
by an extra-retinal signal (the amount of simulated eye
rotation). Banks et al. (1996) suggested that the visual
system interprets rotational flow that is unaccompanied
by an eye movement as a change of the direction of
translation in the direction of rotation. Given the above
distinction between path curvature and heading direc-
tion, this interpretation may not be correct. After all,
heading error and path error were confounded in the
pointing response of the subject. So, the unaccompa-
nied rotational flow could have evoked a curved path
percept with a tangent to the path at the eye that
matches the simulated heading direction. An alternate
and equally extreme interpretation then could have
been that perceived heading is correct but that the
amount of rotational flow on the retina that is not
accompanied by the extra-retinal signal induces a circu-
lar ego-motion percept and an associated path error in
pointing. Without knowledge of the perceived path
curvature there is no way of distinguishing path and
heading error components in the pointing direction and
one cannot distinguish between above interpretations.
There is another reason why a measurement of per-
ceived path curvature is appropriate. It should be
noted, that Royden’s quantitative analysis of the path
errors (and ours above for that matter) hinges on two
assumptions. First, that the curvature of the perceived
path corresponds to the curvature of the path that
equates the flow field to the straight path plus simulated
gaze (=eye-in-head) rotation. Secondly, it needs to be
assumed that no heading error occurs. Only on the
basis of these two assumptions one can estimate the
look ahead time or look ahead distance from the
pointing errors. Either assumption may be incorrect.
The path errors then, preclude a straightforward
identification of the heading error with the mismatch
between the subject’s pointing direction and the simu-
lated heading direction and without knowledge of the
perceived path curvature one cannot quantify the path
error component.
van den Berg (1996) and Stone and Perrone (1997)
used different approaches to alleviate the path confu-
sion of the subject. Both studies were successful in the
sense that (pointing) error was much reduced during
simulated rotation. Stone and Perrone simulated mo-
tion on a circular track, with a constant gaze angle
relative to the tangent to the path. Thus, the retino-cen-
Fig. 1. Simulated ego motion parameters and perceived ego-motion.
Top view of a simulated straight path+simulated gaze rotation to
the left. The subject points to a location d meters in front of the eye
on a path curving to the left. His perceived tangent heading is also to
the left of the simulated straight path. Heading error is the (dark
shaded) angle between simulated heading (T) and the tangent to the
perceived curving path at the eye. Path curvature ‘C’ equals the
inverse radius of the path. The light shaded angle at the eye and the
light shaded angle in the top of the figure are equal. Hence, the path
angle equals ‘arctan(C*d/2)’. The flow field of motion on a curved
path with fixed eye-in-head is equal to the flow field of the straight
simulated path (speed T) in the tangent heading direction with
eye-in-head rotation (R) if C=R/T.
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Fig. 2. Combinations of rotational flow on the retina and eye-in-head
pursuit, that can be offered in a heading experiment. If eye pursuit is
the only cause of gaze rotation, rotational flow equals eye pursuit
(real eye rotation: line RR). If rotational flow is shown to a station-
ary eye, conditions are located on line SR. Banks et al. (1996) used
conditions of rotational flow equal to or exceeding eye pursuit (dark
shaded). Those investigations are extended to a larger range of
combinations including smaller and even opposite rotational flow and
pursuit (light shaded zone).
sure did not allow identification of the perceived direc-
tion of motion, and because the amount of simulated
rotation was much higher (22.5 deg s−1 or multiples of
that value). Yet, in line with older work their results
indicate that subjects often attribute simulated rotation
of the observer about an axis through the eye to
rotation about an axis outside the eye, i.e. the subjects
mispercieve their trajectory’s curvature.
The experimental dissociation of path and heading
errors is important for the analysis of the merits of
models of heading perception that so far do not take
into account path errors. Secondly, path errors and
heading errors may behave differently with respect to
manipulation of the display parameters like simulated
depth. For example, adding static depth cues to the
scene does not help subjects to distinguish between
recti- and curvilinear paths in simulated rotation dis-
plays and errors are invariably large (Ehrlich et al.,
1998). In contrast, van den Berg and Brenner (1994a,b)
reported smaller pointing errors that were affected by
static depth cues (but see Rushton, Harris, & Wann,
1999, for a different view). This could mean that errors
of Van den Berg’s subjects were less dominated by the
path component, possibly because a smaller pointer
distance was simulated (Ehrlich et al., 1998). As these
subjects were told that the simulation showed the view
of an eye that was moving forward while rotating to
look at an object to the side (van den Berg & Brenner,
1994b) these subjects may also have opted to ignore the
apparent path curvature and point to the tangent direc-
tion of the path.
It seemed appropriate therefore to reinvestigate the
issue of perceived ego-motion from retinal flow and
extra-retinal signals offering subjects a more appropri-
ate tool to report their perceived ego-motion path.
Briefly, that tool enables subjects to report their per-
ceived future path through the scene when the simu-
lated self-motion stops. Following Banks et al. (1996)
the amount of real eye pursuit and the amount of
rotational flow on the retina is varied independently.
Unlike these authors we do not restrict the combina-
tions to eye pursuit in the same direction as and smaller
than the amount of rotational flow on the retina. Those
conditions relate to the real world situation of head and
eye rotation in the same direction to pursue some
moving object while moving forward, or gazing to some
point on the inner curb of the road while negotiating a
bend. In these cases gaze rotation exceeds eye-in-head
rotation. On the other hand, eye-in-head rotation can
exceed gaze rotation or can be opposite to it. For
example, it exceeds gaze rotation when looking to the
outer curb in the bend. It is opposite when making a
partial compensatory eye movement for the head rota-
tion relative to the world, while moving through the
bend. Those cases comprise 75% of all possible combi-
nations of rotational flow and eye pursuit (Fig. 2) and
were not covered in the earlier study by Banks.
tric heading direction was unchanging in line with the
extra-retinal signal of the fixating eye. Subjects were
instructed (and trained) to report the perceived retino-
centric direction of heading. Performance was accurate
and precise with variable and constant errors of about
4° for a simulated rotational speed of up to 16 deg s−1.
van den Berg (1996) simulated motion on a linear track
combined with simulated gaze rotation to fixate a point
in the scene. Subjects perceive the stationary fixation
point as moving towards them. This induced motion in
depth of the fixation point probably reflects the result
of perceptual processing that compensates for eye-cen-
tred rotation. Subjects indicated the perceived direction
of motion in depth of the fixation point. In these
experiments also, the error in perceived heading was
below 5 deg for rotation rates up to 5 deg s−1. These
studies show that at least under certain conditions
reasonably accurate heading perception is possible from
visual motion. Although path errors are probably re-
duced by the measures taken in these studies, neither
study can claim to be certain to have eliminated path
error components completely. A quite different ap-
proach was taken by Bertin, Israel, and Lappe (2000).
They simulated self motion across straight or curved
paths across the ground combined with observer rota-
tion relative to the path and asked subjects to repro-
duce their perceied path with a model vehicle that
recorded orientation and displacement across its sup-
porting surface. Their study is difficult to compare with
the studies mentioned above, because the response mea-
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1.1. Path percept from rotational flow components?
Models of heading perception aim to derive the
parameters of ego-motion (heading direction and eye
rotation relative to the scene) from the visual motion
field. Thus, they have limited explanatory power with
respect to path percepts. Below we will sketch an
extension of the model (Beintema & van den Berg,
1998) of heading perception that allows for a link to
path percepts. We begins with a brief description of
the model.
Following physiological findings in the monkey,
several investigators have attempted to understand
human heading perception with so called motion tem-
plate models (Hatsopoulos & Warren, 1991; Perrone,
1992; Perrone & Stone, 1994, 1998; Beintema & van
den Berg, 1998). The motion template is an abstrac-
tion of wide field motion sensitive units that are
abundant in the monkey’s temporal cortex (area
MST). Perrone and Stone (1994) suggested that mod-
ulation of the response of templates that prefer the
flow during ego translation+ego rotation by an ex-
tra-retinal signal could serve to find the correct head-
ing direction despite the confounding effect of
rotational flow. This idea was further worked out by
us (Beintema & van den Berg, 1998) to explain how
depth in the scene and extra-retinal signals should
affect the response of motion templates in a way that
is consistent with human heading perception (Warren
& Hannon, 1988; van den Berg & Brenner, 1994a;
van den Berg & Brenner, 1994b; Royden et al., 1994).
The properties of the motion template then are an
important element in this model.
According to the model, motion templates that are
tuned to one direction of heading and one direction
of gaze rotation, prefer a pattern of bi-circular flow
that is centred on the preferred direction of heading
(Fig. 3). The bi-circular flow template ‘measures’ the
component of the rotational flow that is perpendicu-
lar to the radial flow. Bi-circular flow characterizes
the direction of rotation by the symmetry axis of the
flow pattern (horizontal for horizontal gaze rotation).
Because each local flow vector is perpendicular to the
radial flow, forward motion in the preferred direction
does not affect the template’s response nor, for that
matter, the depth structure of the environment. If one
subtracts the bi-circular flow from the rotational flow,
the remainder is a pattern of bi-radial flow, again
centred on the preferred direction of heading (Fig. 3).
Central issues in models of heading perception are
what types of template motion patterns are involved
and to what extent their activity is modulated by an
extra-retinal signal. The bi-radial pattern of motion
has not been identified so far as a potential template
motion pattern. Below it is argued that it might form
the basis for curved path percepts.
For a scene with a constant density of visual ob-
jects and a wide field of view pure forward motion
will lead to a balanced radial flow, in the sense that
the probability of opponent motion directions in view
is equal. If the eye rotates this balance will be per-
turbed (Richards, 1975). The bi-radial flow pattern
captures the extent to which the rotational flow dis-
turbs the balance of the radial flow. Adding simu-
lated rotation to radial flow results in error of
perceived heading and a change in perceived path
curvature. We wondered whether the bi-circular com-
ponent and bi-radial components of rotational flow
might differentially affect these two components of
error due to simulated rotation. Dyre and Andersen
(1997) manipulated the depth in the scene so as to
create a speed unbalance in a radial velocity field that
was shown to fixating observers. Observers perceived
ego-motion that curved away from the centre of ra-
dial flow towards the slower half of the motion field.
This result suggests that a speed unbalance in the
flow may lead to perceived ego-motion on a curved
path.
It should be noted that Dyre and Anderson’s ma-
nipulation of depth in the scene is similar to, but not
the same as addition of bi-radial flow. Bi-radial flow
from horizontal eye rotation is zero along the vertical
meridian and grows in magnitude in proportion to
the sine of the angle relative to the vertical meridian.
This holds in a statistical sense for a homogeneous
surround, because the biradial flow depends also on
the depth distribution in the scene. Thus the speed
unbalance that results from adding bi-radial flow
(from horizontal eye rotation) has a characteristic dis-
tribution with orientation in the display. It is maxi-
mal along the horizontal meridian and decreasing
with orientation towards zero for the vertical merid-
ian. In contrast, when a depth manipulation is made
like a depth edge along the vertical meridian of the
display then the speed unbalance in the radial pattern
is independent of the orientation of the meridian
through the heading direction.
In a second experiment the heading bias and per-
ceived curvature was investigated in displays that con-
sisted of radial flow with added simulated rotation or
its bi-radial or bi-circular component.
It is found that both perceived heading and per-
ceived path curvature depend on the amount of rota-
tional flow. Significant non-linearity occurs in the
interaction between visual and extra-retinal signals
with respect to perceived heading, with respect to per-
ceived path-curvature or both. In the second experi-
ment, that focusses on the visual component of the
ego-motion percept, it is shown that perceived path
curvature and a shift in perceived heading relate to
different components of the rotational flow.
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Fig. 3. Components of flow on the retina. The velocity vector field on the retina can be decomposed into translational and rotational components.
The first is radial in structure and centred on the (instantaneous) direction of heading. The rotational component consists of flow that circles the
axis of eye rotation. If the line of sight is nearly perpendicular to the axis of rotation, the pole of the rotational flow field is not in view and the
flow is nearly parallel. It is proposed that units, that are tuned to the heading direction and the direction of eye rotation simultaneously, prefer
essentially a pattern of bi-circular flow. Bi-circular flow is the component of rotational flow that is at each location perpendicular to the
translational flow. The symmetry axis of bi-circular flow is perpedicular to the axis of eye rotation, with clockwise and anti-clockwise flow in the
symmetric half-fields. The centre of the bi-circular flow corresponds to the preferred heading direction. The remainder of the rotational flow is a
bi-radial flow pattern. Again this pattern is centred on the direction of heading. The bi-radial flow pattern consists of contraction on the direction
of heading in one half field and expansion from the same locus in the other half field. The dividing line between these half fields is parallel to the
axis of rotation.
2. Methods
Flow patterns were back projected on a tangent screen
(60°×50°) viewed at 2 m distance. The subject was
seated in the centre of a cubicle that allowed a view of
45° to either horizontal and vertical side. A head and chin
rest supported the head. The room was dark with only
visible structure on the screen. Like Stone and Perrone
brief presentations (1 s) were used to keep the simu-
lated ego-motion parameters as constant as possible in
retinal and head (screen) centered reference frames.
2.1. General simulation methods
The motion pattern was generated on an Apple
Macintosh PowerPC (G3-267 MHz, with graphics accel-
eration, NewerTech, RenderPix502), using OpenGl ren-
dering software.
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Motion through a cloud of 120 white dots (40
visible) was simulated. For each frame (rate: 75 Hz) a
step displacement for each anti-aliased dot (size: 10 min
arc) was computed using the following formula (Koen-





In this formula,2 T, R, and tˆ denote the ego-motion
parameters expressed in retinal coordinates. The vectors
R and tˆ denote the spin of eye and its translation
relative to the environment. These parameters are the
same for all dots. A translation of the eye was simu-
lated through the scene at a speed (T) of 2.5 m s−1. The
simulated polar distance of the dot (d) could vary
between 1 m and about 30 m. The dots were positioned
randomly in a box that extended 22 m in depth in front
of the eye. The width and the height of the box were
25.6 and 18.8 m. The simulated horizontal heading
direction (tˆ) was varied in 4 steps (−15 (right), −5, 5
and 15°(left)) around the fixation point. Horizontal
rotation of the points about the eye (R) was varied
between −0.81 and 0.81 radians s−1 (corresponding
values: −4.7, −3.1, 0, 3.1, 4.7 deg s−1) in all sessions
with eye pursuit. For fixation a smaller range of simu-
lated gaze rotation was used (−3.1, −1.6, 0, 1.6, 3.1
deg s−1). In two subjects the fixation condition was
repeated using the wide range of simulated rotation.
These rates were divided by the framerate to obtain the
angular displacement per frame (p).
Note that the vector (p d) denotes the dot’s displace-
ment in the simulated environment in cartesian coordi-
nates. This vector is always directed perpendicular to
the line of sight towards the dot. Thus using Eq. (1),
and multiplying each dot’s angular motion vector by
the dot’s distance one would simulate dot motion along
a circle concentric with the eye. As one did not wish to
simulate self-motion through a such a non-rigid envi-
ronment, the simulated distance at frame ‘k’ (d(k)) was
reduced compared to that in the previous frame:
d(k)−d(k−1)− (tˆ·dˆ)T
now, the dot moves nearer consistent with self-motion
through a rigid environment.
For a given T, R, and t the ego-motion parameters of
the simulated flow on the retina are fully determined. If
these ego-motion parameters are constant over time, a
forward motion at a fixed direction relative to the
viewing direction is simulated. This corresponds to a
circular trajectory of the self through the scene with a
fixed viewing direction relative to the tangent to the
path. The curvature (C) of the path corresponds to:
C=R/T
in the absence of rotational flow (R= R=0) a straight
path (C=0) is simulated and pure radial motion is
shown to the retina.
To simulate a straight path through the scene com-
bined with an eye rotation, one would need to adjust
the simulated heading direction relative to the fixation
point as:
tˆ(k)=−R× tˆ(k−1)
In this way the simulated heading direction rotates
about the eye just as the dots in the scene.
Having updated the positions of all dots their images
were projected and clipped onto the screen using stan-
dard OpenGL commands.
Please note that the updating of the dot position
through Eq. (1) was not applied to the position of the
fixation point. Thus, the fixation point was stationary
on the screen in the fixation trials.
The above set of equations defined the pattern of
retinal motion. This approach gave us full control over
each dot’s angular motion and allowed us to apply
arbitrary deformations of the flow field by direct ma-
nipulation of the flow vector p (addition of bi-radial or
bi-circular flow). In the first series of experiments the
flow was not deformed.
Finally, one could simulate a display rotation. This
affected all dots on the screen including the fixation
point. This condition then resembled a rotation of the
entire display including the projected dots about the
observer’s eye. Of course the borders of the screen
remained in place, but in the dark these borders were
invisible and the difference with a real display rotation
was merely the accretion and decretion of structure
within 2.6° of the edges of the display. Because the dot
density was quite low this affected at most four dots for
the rotation rates employed in this study. The effect of
the display rotation was formally equivalent to an
additional flow component p of the dots by a rotation
Rd:
p=Rd×d d
This manipulation then allowed us to decouple the
desired rotational flow on the retina (specified by R)
and the desired eye rotation, because the fixation point
also moved according to Rd. Display rotation was 3.1
deg s−1 right or left ward. Decoupling of eye pursuit
and the rotational flow on the retina was perfect if the
eye pursued the fixation target with a gain of 1.0. In
practice (see below) part of the display rotation was
added to the rotational flow on the retina because the
eye pursuit speed (Re) was in general about 15% lower
than the angular motion of the yellow pursuit target.
2 Bold face symbols indicate vectors and normal type indicate
scalar numbers. Unit length vectors carry the  symbol.
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2.2. Definitions of rotation terms
If the desired rotational flow on the retina (R)
equals the pursuit eye rotation (Re) then the rota-
tional components of retinal flow and display rotation
cancel and a pure expanding motion is shown on the
screen, albeit with a changing direction of simulated
heading (on the screen) over time. This special condi-
tion with R=Re is similar to what is usually called
(e.g. Royden et al., 1994) the ‘real’ eye movement
condition (Fig. 2: RR). For the more general case of
RRe, the difference R–Re specifies the simulated eye
rotation, i.e. the amount of rotation specified in the
retinal flow that has no counterpart in the extra-reti-
nal signal. This term was used by Banks et al. (1996)
in the same way. Although one risks the danger of
confusion we conform to this phrase. More important
in this paper will be the notion of simulated gaze
rotation ; it will denote the rotation of the line of
sight relative to the simulated environment. Thus,
simulated gaze rotation specifies the actual rotational
flow on the retina and is given by R− (Rd−Re).
When no display rotation occurs (Rd=Re=0)the
rotational flow is presented to a fixating eye: this is
known in the literature also as simulated eye rotation
(Fig. 2: SR), we prefer to apply the term simulated
gaze rotation.
2.3. Components of rotational flow
In the second experiment three types of flow pat-
terns were used. Each consisted of radial flow (pt)
with Bi-radial flow, Bi-circular flow or full simulated
gaze rotation added.
The flow equations for Bi-radial flow were:
pb2= ((R×d ) ·pt)pt/(pt·pt)
and those for the Bi-circular flow:






as a short hand for the radial flow. The simulated
gaze rotation case was as described above (Eq. (1)).
2.4. Trial eents
A yellow fixation dot was visible at all times. When
the subject pressed the mouse button, a flow pattern
was presented for 0.83 s. This pattern did not appear
immediately but only after a delay of 0.83 s. Display
rotation if present, started immediately. The delay al-
lowed the subject to initiate a smooth eye movement
of the appropriate speed, prior to the presentation of
the flow. In pursuit trials, then, the yellow point
moved horizontally at 3.1° s−1 for 1.67 s. Its trajec-
tory crossed the centre of the screen after 0.83 s.
When the motion (flow and simulated display rota-
tion) stopped, the dots of the scene remained in place
and a red line of dots was shown in a horizontal
plane, 0.5 m below the eye. The line extended 16 m
in depth. The subject rotated the line about a vertical
axis through the eye with a horizontal mouse move-
ment and adjusted the curvature of the line with a
vertical mouse movement. A mouse click stored the
subject’s response (Fig. 4a).
Fig. 4. (a) An example of the flow field on the screen. Simulated
heading is indicated with the square (not shown in the experiment).
Eye rotation to the right was simulated. The dashed curved line
shows the set path by the subject after the motion stopped. (b) Top
view of the simulated path through the scene (black curve). The
subject’s eye is located at the intersection of the three arrows. The
path was often not perceived veridically (fat curve differs from
simulated path). The segment of the path actually traversed during
the trial (shaded sector) was only a small fraction of the path shown
in this figure. The subject’s perceived path could be offset in its
tangent direction (angular difference between the arrows labeled
simulated heading and perceived heading) as well as its curvature
(curvature difference between fat and thin curved lines). The endpoint
of the perceived path indicator (connected with the eye through a
dashed straight line) made an angle relative to the simulated heading
direction. That angle is the ‘pointing error’.
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2.5. Procedures and subjects
Three subjects (AB, EL and JD) participated in the
experiments one of which was an author (AB). The
other two subjects were experienced psychophysical
observers but naive as to the purpose of the experi-
ment. Vision was monocular. Data were collected in
three main sessions. The flow contained various com-
binations of horizontal heading and simulated hori-
zontal rotation. Each condition was presented 16
times. Subjects were at all times required to look at
the fixation point. Data were collected in separate
sessions for the pursuit conditions and fixation (5
simulated gaze rotation×4 heading direction x 16 re-
peats=320 trials/block) for each of the three subjects.
In two subjects, the fixation condition was repeated
in a final session, using a wider range of simulated
rotational flow (−4.7, −3.1, 0, 3.1, 4.7 deg s−1).
Data of the two fixation sessions of these subjects are
combined in the figures. In the pursuit sessions eye
movements were measured using a SMI-Eyelink cam-
era system. Horizontal and vertical position of the
left (viewing) eye were sampled at 250 Hz, and stored
on disk for off-line analysis. This analysis consisted
of saccade removal using velocity criteria and compu-
tation of the average smooth eye velocity during a
600 ms time interval commencing 100 ms after flow
onset. Saccades during this interval were found and
removed. Trials with saccades larger than 1° were dis-
carded (11–20%) from eye movement and psycho-
physical analysis.
The average smooth pursuit velocity was computed
for each trial and this was combined with the stimu-
lus parameters to compute the simulated gaze rota-
tion for that trial.
In the second experiment the same subjects, screen,
stimulus and response procedures were used as in the
first experiment. Visual stimuli were presented to a
fixating eye. The yellow fixation target was stationary
in the centre of the screen. The same four heading
directions were investigated. Three simulated rotation
rates were used: −3.1, 0 and 3.1 deg s−1.
2.6. Considerations on the simulated path
As mentioned before simulation of a straight path
through the scene plus a simulated eye-in-head rota-
tion must entail a change in direction of heading on
the retina (tˆ) for successive frames.
A simulation of a circular trajectory through the
scene with fixed eye-in-head orientation corresponds
to a constant direction of heading on the retina. The
difference between the flows on the retina grows as
the sector of the circle that is covered during the flow
presentation increases. For a brief presentation of the
flow, the actual path distance covered during the sim-
ulation corresponds to only a tiny section of the cir-
cle. (For example, if a circular path is simulated with
a fixed eye-in-head direction, 3 deg s−1 of rotational
flow and 1 s presentation time, the simulation would
entail only a 3 deg sector of the circle (Fig. 4b).
Subjects likely cannot distinguish between these flows.
Simulated direction of heading on the retina was not
updated for the rotational flow on the retina (R).
Thus during fixation, the direction of heading relative
to the retina and relative to the head was constant
over time.
Similar considerations apply to the simulated dis-
play rotation (Rd). Because for simulated display rota-
tion the subject makes a pursuit eye movement, the
simulated direction of heading moves relative to the
head. We wished to compare conditions of identical
simulated direction of heading relative to the head.
So in order to achieve constant direction of heading,
i.e. to the head over time across conditions of pursuit
and fixation alike we did adjust the simulated heading
direction on the retina (tˆ) for successive frames (k−
1, k) as:
tˆ(k)=−Rd× tˆ(k−1)
For equal simulated display rotation and retinal ro-
tational flow (R), a straight path motion of the head
relative to the scene was simulated while the subject
made a real eye movement. In all other conditions
the simulated path of the head relative to the scene
was curved.
2.7. Response measures
Pointing direction was defined as the horizontal an-
gle between the red line’s endpoint as set by the sub-
ject at the end of the trial and the centre of the
screen. As the subject’s head was fixed, this angle
corresponded to a head-centric angle. Path curvature
was defined as the inverse of the radius of the arched
red line. The path curvature setting and the pointing
direction were used to compute the tangent to the
perceived path at the location of the eye (Fig. 1).
Because the light shaded angles in the figure are
equal it is found that the pointing direction is rotated
away from the tangent to the path at the eye in the
direction of the path curvature by an amount ‘arc-
sin(dC/2)’, where ‘d’ is the pointer distance (16 m)
and ‘C’ equals perceived path curvature (1/r). Thus
computed the perceived heading direction (H) from
the pointing direction (PD) and the perceived path
curvature (in m−1) was completed as follows:
H=PD−arcsin(8C).
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3. Results
Subjects had little difficulty in performing the task.
Only about 10–20 training trials (not analysed) were
given prior to each session. Settings of path curvature
and the direction were done quickly throughout the
experiment. First the finding of Banks et al. (1996) that
error in perceived direction of self-motion is linearly
related to rotational flow that is not accompanied by an
extra-retinal signal is reinvestigated. For comparison
purposes the pointing direction of the subject was
analysed without making a distinction between path
and tangent heading components of error. This was
analysed for a much larger range of combinations of
simulated gaze rotation and real eye rotation.
3.1. Pointing direction
The pointing direction was averaged across all four
simulated heading directions (−15, −5, 5, 15°). Recall
that the pointing direction and the heading direction
are both computed as angles relative to the stationary
head. The simulated heading directions were symmetric
relative to the screen centre and constant over time
irrespective of pursuit and rotational flow conditions.
Because the four simulated heading directions averaged
are 0 (straight ahead) a bias in pointing will reveal itself
as a deviation of the average pointing direction from
straight ahead (0 deg). Fig. 5 shows for three subjects
the averaged pointing direction (bias for short) as a
function of the simulated eye rotation, i.e. the mismatch
between the rotation as specified in the visual flow and
eye pursuit speed. If subjects’ judgements of self-motion
are indeed biased in proportion to that mismatch, data
collected for different pursuit conditions should col-
lapse onto a sigle line.
For fixation (), the bias increased linearly in the
direction of the simulated eye rotation with a slope of
about 2°−2.5° pro deg s−1 of simulated eye rotation.
The direction of the bias is consistent with the direction
of the shift of the centre of the flow relative to the
simulated heading direction. Although in clouds of dots
a clear radial pattern may not be apparent, a focus is
nevertheless implied in the sense that radial-pattern-of-
motion units that prefer different locations for the
centre will not all be activated to the same extent
Fig. 5.
Fig. 5. Pointing error as a function of the simulated eye rotation
(=gaze rotation minus the pursuit eye movement). Each panel shows
meanS.E. of the settings of one subject. Left ward errors and left
ward rotation are positive. Errors were averaged across the four
simulated heading directions (−15, −5, 5 and 15°). Different sym-
bols refer to different pursuit conditions (, fixation; , left pursuit;
, right pursuit). Angular speed of the pursuit target was 3.1 deg
s−1. For clarity, error bars for only one point are given. Error was
largest for this point. Typical error bars for the other points were
10–30% lower than that shown.
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(Lappe & Rauschecker, 1993) and that least squares
algorithms that seek to minimize the difference of the
simulated motion relative to a radial motion pattern
will find a locus of minimal difference (Royden et al.
1994; van den Berg & Brenner, 1994a). Lappe,
Bremmer, and van den Berg (1999) argued that the shift
of the focus pro deg s−1 of rotational flow is propor-
tional to the average distance in the scene divided by
the simulated ego speed. For the simulation parameters
one thus predicts a shift of 16/2.5=6.4° pro deg s−1.
The bias in pointing is much smaller than that shift of
the focus.
Also for right ward () pursuit and left ward ()
pursuit mostly a bias in the direction of the simulated
eye rotation occurred. When the simulated eye rotation
and the direction of pursuit coincided, the difference
between the pursuit conditions and the fixation condi-
tion was small or even absent (Fig. 5 arrows). Interest-
ingly, bias was consistently smaller for pursuit than for
fixation when the simulated eye rotation was opposite
to the pursuit direction. For example, at 3 deg s−1 of
simulated eye rotation to the right (−3 deg s−1) the
bias during left ward pursuit () was about 2 deg to
the right in subject JD. For fixation the bias was more
than 7 deg to the right at that same simulated eye
rotation. In contrast, at a simulated rotation of 1.5 deg
s−1 (to the left) the bias for fixation and right ward
pursuit was identical. Thus, like Banks et al. one found
relatively small difference in pointing bias between pur-
suit and fixation conditions when response is graphed
against simulated eye rotation, provided real and simu-
lated eye rotation correspond in direction. Taking into
account a larger range of simulated eye rotation how-
ever, one has to conclude that the bias in the pointing
direction depends on a non-linear combination of simu-
lated rotation and eye pursuit.
The above analysis is useful for comparison purposes
with older literature that allowed subjects to merely
indicate a perceived direction. Yet, the data allow for a
more detailed analysis that avoids certain difficulties of
interpretation. The tangent was computed to the per-
ceived path at the eye to derive a measure of perceived
heading. It is worth while to stress that simulated eye
rotation (as in Fig. 5) corresponds to the rotational
flow on the retina only for the fixation condition. In the
pursuit conditions it corresponds to the amount of
rotational flow that is not accompanied by eye pursuit.
As this measure equals the difference between the rota-
tional flow on the retina and the eye pursuit speed, one
implicitly introduces the assumption that the extra-reti-
nal signal and the visual estimate of eye rotation com-
bine linearly. This need not be the case. The primary
and independent sources of information are the visual
flow on the retina and an extra-retinal signal on the
eye’s pursuit speed and direction. In the next analysis
we will show the responses as a function of the simu-
lated gaze rotation (i.e. the rotational flow on the retina
taking into account imperfect eye pursuit) and eye
pursuit.
3.2. Path curature
Fig. 6 shows the dependency of perceived path curva-
ture on the simulated gaze rotation (left panels). Recall
that simulated gaze rotation equals the amount of
rotational flow on the retina irrespective of the pursuit
of the eye. Thus, it is a pure measure of the visual
evidence for gaze rotation. Clearly, in no subject the
perceived path curvature was the same for the three
pursuit conditions: the rotational flow on the retina is
not the only determinant of perceived path curvature.
Effects of simulated gaze rotation (F(4,945)333; P
0.0001) and its interaction with pursuit (F(8,945)5.1;
P0.005) on perceived path curvature were significant
in all subjects.
Simulated path curvature (C; m−1) is the change of
the simulated heading direction relative to the environ-
ment over time (R; radian s−1) divided by the transla-
tional speed (T; m s−1):
C=R/T
For fixation, the simulated heading direction was
stationary on the retina. Consequently, it changed rela-
tive to the scene by as much as the simulated gaze
rotation. The simulated curvature is then a linear func-
tion of simulated gaze rotation with a slope of (*1000/
(180*2.5))=7 s deg−1 km−1. Thus, simulated paths
curved only slightly with a radius of curvature larger
than about 30 m at the simulated gaze rotations. For
fixation, perceied path curvature increased monotoni-
cally with the simulated gaze rotation. Overall slopes
for the three subjects ranged from 1.8–3.4 s deg−1
km−1. Perceived radius of curvature was thus on the
order of 60 m or more. Thus, subjects in general
perceived a much straighter path than what was
simulated.
For pursuit, the relation between simulated path
curvature and the simulated ego-motion parameters
was different, because now the simulated heading direc-
tion was not stationary on the retina but rotated oppo-
site to the display rotation (Rd):
C= (R−Rd)/T
If perceived path curvature would merely depend on
the change of the simulated heading direction on the
retina over time, one would expect the perceived curva-
ture graph for fixation to shift horizontally by as much
as the display rotation. A horizontal shift of the per-
ceived path curvature in the predicted direction did
occur but it was always smaller (JD: −1.48 and 1.6 deg
s−1; EL: −2.17 and 2.6 deg s−1; AB: −1 and 1.5 deg
s−1) than the display rotation (−3.1 and 3.1 deg s−1).
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Fig. 6. Path curvature and the tangent heading error at the eye as a function of the simulated gaze rotation. Each panel shows meanS.E. of
the settings of one subject. Left pointing directions, curving to the left and left ward rotation are positive.Settings were averaged across the four
heading directions (−15, −5, 5 and 15°). Different symbols refer to different pursuit conditions (, fixation; , left pursuit; , right pursuit).
Angular speed of the pursuit target was 3.1 deg s−1. For clarity, error bars for only one point are given. Error was largest for this point. Typical
error bars for the other points were 10–30% lower than that shown.
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Fig. 7. Perceived heading at the eye as a function of simulated
heading. In either case the heading direction refers to the tangent of
the curved path (simulated or perceived) taken at the eye’s position
along the path. Upper panel shows meanS.E. of the settings of
three subjects. Settings are averaged across pursuit and simulated
gaze rotation conditions. Lower panel shows the data for fixation
condition only that were collected twice in two subjects (AB, EL).
nor simulated eye rotation can explain the perceived
curvature by themselves.
A remarkable feature of the data is that in all sub-
jects and pursuit conditions (except when JD pursues to
the right) there is a simulated gaze rotation at which
perceived path curvature for fixation and pursuit oppo-
nent to the simulated gaze rotation become the same
(arrows). At the same rotation, consistent pursuit re-
duces the perceived curvature. The effect of eye pursuit
signal on perceived path curvature appears to be sup-
pressed when the rotational flow indicates that eye-in-
head rotation is opposite to gaze rotation.
3.3. Perceied heading
Heading error was computed by subtracting the sim-
ulated heading direction relative to the head from the
tangent direction of the perceived path at the eye.
Recall that the simulated heading relative to the head
was constant over time. Similarly, the perceived path of
self-motion was stationary, be it curved or straight.
Consequently, perceived tangent to the path and simu-
lated heading were both stationary and one is not
required to make a choice at which instant in time one
wishes to compare the simulated and the perceived
heading.
We start with the main effect of simulated heading
direction on perceived heading (Fig. 7). The main effect
of simulated heading was significant in all subjects
(F(3,900)200; P0.001 in all subjects). Perceived
heading (averaged across pursuit and simulated gaze
rotations) at the eye is shown as a function of the
simulated heading at the eye for each subject. All
subjects underestimate the eccentricity of the heading
direction. Subject JD had an overall bias to point
slightly right ward (1°; P0.05). Overall bias was
much smaller in the other two subjects (0.01 and 0.15°).
Two sets of data were collected for fixation in two
subjects. As shown in Fig. 7B perceived heading repro-
duced well between the first and the second data set for
AB, whereas for subject EL the eccentricity of −15 deg
heading was somewhat reduced.
Fig. 6 (right column) shows heading errors averaged
across the four heading directions as a function of the
simulated gaze rotation. Analysis of variance showed
that effects of simulated gaze rotation and its interac-
tion with pursuit on perceived heading were significant
in all subjects (P0.05) but AB.
Heading error increased with simulated gaze rota-
tion. In subject AB, differences between the fixation
and pursuit conditions were not significant and the
slope of the error was about 0.9 s−1 in all cases. In the
other two subjects there was a clear effect of pursuit.
The main effect was that the slope of the heading error
as a function of simulated gaze rotation was smaller
than during fixation. Slopes for subject JD for example,
Moreover, in two subjects (AB and EL) path curvature
increased less strongly with simulated gaze rotation
during pursuit.
If perceived path curvature would merely depend on
the simulated eye rotation, then again a horizontal shift
of the perceived path curvature in the direction of
pursuit should occur but now equal to the difference
between fixation and eye pursuit, i.e. Rd-slip velocity.
Because the slip velocity amounts to about 15% of Rd,
the predicted horizontal shift amounts to about 2.6 deg
s−1. Although this might line up path curvature data of
subject EL for fixation and pursuit, it does not account
for the shallower slope of her data during pursuit.
Hence, neither the change of the simulated heading
direction over time, nor the simulated gaze rotation,
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were not significantly different from zero for the pursuit
conditions, but 1.00.1 s−1 (P0.001) for fixation.
Similarly in subject EL, slopes were about 1.0 s−1 for
either pursuit condition but over 2.0 s−1 for fixation.
The steeper slope means that the same amount of
rotational flow on the retina leads to a larger change in
bias in perceived heading during fixation than during
pursuit. For subjects EL and JD this holds for either
direction of pursuit. No consistent effect of pursuit was
apparent for subject AB.
A constant heading error occurred during pursuit
irrespective of the amount of simulated gaze rotation.
This offset is of interest because it estimates the bias
due to pursuit when simulated rotational flow on the
retina is zero. This is the complementary condition of
non-zero rotational flow presented to a fixating eye.
In JD this offset-error was 2 deg right ward (P
0.05) during right ward pursuit and not significantly
different from zero in the other conditions. In AB the
offset error was never significantly different from zero.
In subject EL finally, the offset error was opposite to
the pursuit direction (1.70.2° left ward for right ward
pursuit, P0.005; 2.50.4° right ward for left ward
pursuit, P0.01; 0.70.2° left ward for fixation, P
0.05)
In subject EL the bias of perceived heading shifted
opposite to the pursuit direction by on average 2 deg
resulting in a slope of −2.1/3.1=−0.68 s−1. In sub-
ject AB and subject JD the slope of the pursuit bias was
not significantly different from zero (AB: 0.14; JD: 0.3
s−1). Thus, across subjects the effect of the pursuit eye
rotation signal on perceived heading was less than a
degree of bias pro degree of pursuit when the visual
signal indicated there was little or no rotation of the eye
relative to the scene (radial flow on the retina).
Simulated gaze rotation for a fixating eye, in con-
trast, induced considerable bias with slopes that were
significantly different from zero in all subjects (AB: 0.96
s−1; EL: 1.5 s−1; JD: 0.98 s−1). Thus, when the visual
signal indicates rotation, whereas the extra-retinal sig-
nal indicated there is no eye rotation, the bias is much
larger than when the roles of vision and extra-retinal
are switched. This again points at an asymmetry in the
roles of visual and extra-retinal signals for heading
perception.
The net effect of pursuit on slope and offset of the
linear relation between heading bias and simulated gaze
rotation was a marked asymmetric effect of pursuit on
heading bias. At a gaze rotation of about 3 deg s−1
consistent pursuit reduced the error (arrows), whereas
opponent pursuit did not increase the bias.
3.4. Experiment 2
The first experiment dealt with non-linear effects of
the extra-retinal signal on perceived heading and per-
ceived path curvature using various amounts of simu-
lated gaze rotation. In the 2nd experiment we aimed to
explore the visual basis for the perception of path
curvature and heading. To that end we decomposed
simulated gaze rotation in a bi-circular and a bi-radial
component. We hypothesized that path and heading
errors are related to these different components of the
rotational flow.
Fig. 8 shows for three subjects the heading error and
path curvature as a function of the amount of simu-
lated rotation and the pattern type that was added to
the radial flow (full simulated gaze rotation, bi-circular
or bi-radial components). The rationale for presenting
the data for the components of the rotational flow also
as a function of the amount of simulated rotation is
that either component grows proportionally to the
amount of simulated rotation. Thus, one graphs to
what extent either component contributes to the change
in pathcurvature and the heading percept when the
amount of simulated gaze rotation grows.
Heading errors and path curvatures were averaged
across the four heading directions. In all subjects per-
ceived path curvature was larger for addition of the
Bi-radial than for the Bi-circular flow. Perceived path
was in fact practically straight for the bi-circular flow.
Disregarding the data collected at 0 deg s−1 simulated
rotation (i.e. pure radial flow), analysis of variance
revealed a significant main effect of simulated rotation
(F(1,378)78, P0.0001) and a significant interaction
between simulated rotation and stimulus type
(F(2,378)10.2, P0.0001) on perceived curvature in
all subjects. Analysis of variance also revealed a signifi-
cant main effect of simulated rotation (F(1,378)40.4,
P0.0001) and a significant interaction between simu-
lated gaze rotation and stimulus type (F(2,378)28,
P0.0001) on the tangent heading error at the eye.
In subjects EL and AB path curvatures for simulated
gaze rotation and bi-radial flow were not different. For
the (tangent) heading error at the eye, results were more
variable across subjects. Still, only the bi-circular flow
pattern induced a heading bias in the same direction as
the simulated gaze rotation in all three subjects. Addi-
tion of the bi-radial flow evoked variable responses,
ranging from a heading bias like bi-circular flow (JD),
no bias at all (EL) to a bias opposite to the simulated
eye rotation (AB). Nevertheless, there appears to be a
clear distinction between the two components of rota-
tional flow. Bi-circular flow induces a heading bias with
little perceived path curvature; bi-radial flow evokes a
perceived path that curves away in the direction of
simulated eye rotation with a variable (across subjects)
type of heading bias.
This pattern of results suggests that visual analysis of
the flow pattern might involve motion template like
stages that respond to bi-circular or bi-radial flow.
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4. Discussion
4.1. General findings
Visual perception of self-motion was not accurate
during simulated gaze rotation. The subject perceives
self motion in the direction of the simulated gaze
rotation when a brief (1 s) presentation of simulated
ego-motion on a circular path is given to a fixating eye.
The pointing direction in general did not coincide with
the tangent heading direction nor did the end point of
the pointer correspond with a point on the simulated
circular path.
These same flow fields were presented to moving
eyes, keeping the simulated heading direction relative to
the head the same as during fixation. For pursuit smaller
than and corresponding in direction to the simulated gaze
rotation, the perceived direction towards a point 16 m
ahead on the path was roughly a linear function of the
difference between the simulated gaze rotation and the
eye’s rotation in the head. These conditions correspond
to the dark shaded area of Fig. 2. Such a result had
been reported before (Banks et al., 1996) using simula-
tions of straight path motion with a simulated eye
rotation. The extension to conditions of opposite eye
and gaze rotation reveals however, a non-linear interac-
Fig. 8. Perceived path curvature and tangent heading error at the eye as a function of the simulated gaze rotation, for fixation. Each panel shows
meanS.E. of the settings of one subject. Left headings, curving to the left and left ward rotation are positive. Full rotational flow (), its
bi-circular component () or its bi-radial component () were added to the radial flow for each heading direction. Settings are averaged across
four heading directions.
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tion between pursuit and gaze rotation signals (Fig. 5).
The non-linearity is an asymmetric effect of pursuit on
the pointing direction. For the same mismatch between
simulated gaze rotation and eye pursuit, eye movement
opposite to the mismatch strongly affected perceived
path direction, whereas pursuit in the same direction as
the mismatch had a small effect. To further probe the
origin of this effect, perceived path curvature was mea-
sured and perceived tangent heading at the eye was
computed from the pointing response toward the dis-
tant target and the perceived curvature responses.
The error in the pointing response consisted of a
combination of an error in the perceived tangent direc-
tion to the path and an error of the perceived path
curvature. Over all, perceived paths were straighter
than simulated and perceived tangent heading was less
eccentric relative to the fovea than simulated. The
interaction between eye pursuit and simulated gaze
rotation violated linearity in either perceived heading or
perceived path curvature or both.
4.2. The non-linear interaction between eye pursuit
signals and isual gaze rotation signals
The interaction between eye pursuit signals and vi-
sual flow signals serves to recover the direction of
self-motion from the flow and to compensate for the
rotational flow that accompanies the eye rotation.
For a linear interaction between eye pursuit and
simulated gaze rotation one can make a simple predic-
tion. If perceived path curvature would depend on a
linear combination of the eye pursuit signal and the
simulated gaze rotation, then for any simulated gaze
rotation one should expect equal and opposite changes
of perceived path curvature if equal and opposite pur-
suits are compared to fixation. Clearly this was not the
case in subjects AB and EL. Hints of an asymmetry
were present in subject JD’ s data as well. For example,
at 4.7 deg s−1 simulated rotation (left and right), either
direction of pursuit reduced the perceived path curva-
ture of subject AB compared to fixation. A linear
model would predict that perceived curvature should
increase in one direction of pursuit and decrease in the
other direction. Qualitatively, such linear behaviour
seemed to occur only in subject JD, but even then path
curvatures tend to converge if simulated gaze rotation
and eye pursuit are opposite. The perceived path
straightens out when simulated gaze rotation and the
eye pursuit signal correspond in direction, but opposite
eye rotation does not increase the perceived curvature
from the rotational flow by as much. Opposite eye
rotation even decreases the perceived curvature in one
subject.
The non-linear effects point to a multiplicative mod-
ulation by the eye rotation signal of the relation be-
tween perceived path curvature and gaze rotation. On
the other hand, a straight path percept occurs for
simulated gaze rotation that is displaced in the direction
of pursuit. This points to a subtractive interaction
between gaze rotation signals and eye rotation signals
for perceived path curvature.
Perceived heading showed similar asymmetries.
Heading bias increased linearly in the direction of
simulated gaze rotation during fixation. Heading error
increased less with simulated gaze rotation during pur-
suit than during fixation (EL, JD). Hence the effect of
pursuit became asymmetric: opposite pursuit did not
increase the error to the same extent as pursuit that
corresponded to the simulated gaze rotation decreased
the error. In subject AB no evidence was found for an
effect of pursuit. Perceived heading appeared to be
largely determined by the visual flow.
The non-linear effects of pursuit on perceived head-
ing argue against linear models of interaction between
extra-retinal and visual signals for heading perception
and path perception. Specifically, the vector subtraction
model as advocated by Banks and colleagues (Royden
et al., 1992; Royden et al., 1994; Banks et al, 1996)
proposes that the rotational component of visual mo-
tion is subtracted out at each retinal location by an
extra-retinal eye pursuit signal. What remains is inter-
preted as ego-motion on a curved path. This simple
scheme cannot explain the non-linear effects reported
above. If the extra-retinal signal reverses sign (pursuit
reversal) while the rotational flow on the retina remains
the same, the remainder after vector subtraction will
contain a larger amount of rotational flow. This will
hold for any subtractive model (possibly non-linear)
that preserves the sign of the extra-retinal signal. Rever-
sal of pursuit for the same retinal flow should increase
the amount of perceived path curvature (as found for
fixation). In contrast, at 4 deg s−1 perceived curva-
ture was about the same as for fixation (Fig. 5: EL) or
even lower (Fig. 5: AB) for opposite pursuit.
Similar arguments apply to perceived heading direc-
tion. Again, reversal of the pursuit direction did not
increase the heading bias relative to fixation (Fig. 5:
AB, EL) or it was even reduced (JD).
Quite different evidence against the vector subtrac-
tion model exists. If the retinal motion pattern within a
small retinal aperture contains a radial pattern, head-
ings are perceived accurately (Crowell & Banks, 1993;
van den Berg & Beintema, 2000). If the pattern on the
retina within the aperture becomes nearly parallel be-
cause simulated heading is far eccentric (Crowell &
Banks, 1993; van den Berg & Beintema, 2000) or be-
cause the radial pattern is obscured through horizontal
eye pursuit (van den Berg & Beintema, 2000), error
increases sharply. This reveals that the precision of
heading perception is limited by the pattern of retinal
flow, not the pattern of flow relative to the head. The
linear vector subtraction model would predict that pre-
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cision depends on the pattern of flow relative to the
head, because the flow field relative to the head is
recovered by the vector subtraction.
4.3. Visual rotation signals and extra-retinal signals
combine for heading perception
What do the data reveal concerning the respective
roles of visual and extra-retinal compensatory mecha-
nisms for rotational flow? Royden et al. (1992); Royden
et al. (1994) and Banks et al. (1996) concluded that
accurate heading perception required extra-retinal sig-
nals at least for rotations in excess of about 1.5 deg
s−1. These authors noted that the bias could (to an
unspecified extent) be related to an error in perceived
path curvature. In this study we can dissociate path
errors and heading errors. The heading errors are re-
lated to the errors that one would expect for an ob-
server that associates heading direction with the locus
of a radial flow pattern that differs least from the actual
flow.
The simulated gaze rotation caused a displacement of
the centre of radial motion on the retina (pseudo-focus)
of (d/T= ) 6.3 deg pro deg s−1 simulated rotation.
Heading bias increased linearly with simulated gaze
rotation for fixation with slopes of the heading error
that were 3–6 times lower (1 s−1: AB, JD and 2 s−1:
EL). In the absence of an extra-retinal signal, the visual
system apparently compensated the majority of the
rotational flow. This is not to say that the extra-retinal
signal plays only a minor role for heading perception.
Several studies have stressed (with the exception of
Grigo and Lappe, 1999) that the heading bias corre-
sponds to the displacement of the centre of radial
motion on the retina if there is no depth in the scene
when eye rotation is simulated (Regan & Beverley,
1982; Warren & Hannon, 1988; Royden et al., 1994).
However, when a real eye pursuit movement is made
the bias is virtually zero (Warren & Hannon, 1988;
Royden et al., 1994). This means that the extra-retinal
signal then compensates for the effect of rotational
flow. This suggests that visual and the extra-retinal
compensatory mechanisms for the rotational flow can
prevail depending on stimulus conditions. If there is
ample visual information to disambiguate the flow pat-
tern the extra-retinal signal plays a relatively minor
role. It is prominent, however, if visual flow by itself
does not contain enough information.
Proponents of the vector subtraction scheme might
wish to entertain the hypothesis that the extra-retinal
signal is always subtracting out rotational flow corre-
sponding to the eye-in-head rotation, even when this is
counterproductive. The idea is that the visual system
would subsequently cover up for the rotational flow
that remains after, or that has been introduced by the
subtraction.
In our experiment, the 3 deg s−1 of rotational flow
corresponds to 19 deg of shift of the pseudo-focus.
Thus, to counter that shift of the pseudo-focus, an
extra-retinal signal would produce an opposite bias of
that magnitude. The main point is that it would do so
also if gaze rotation were opposite to pursuit. A pursuit
related heading bias was found that was less than 2 deg
in our subjects. So the visual system would have cov-
ered up for 17 deg or more of the shift introduced by
pursuit through vector subtraction.
Is this hypothesis tenable? Obviously, the proposal is
very inefficient because extra-retinal and visual com-
pensation for rotational flow would counteract. But the
data indicate that this hypothesis is not very realistic.
First, for subject AB the pursuit signal had hardly an
effect on heading errors for simulated gaze rotation. So,
the visual system would completely compensate for the
shift of the pseudo-focus introduced by pursuit oppo-
site to the rotational flow. Yet, vision would apparently
not be able to compensate fully for rotational flow
presented to a fixating eye, because perceived heading
was biased in the direction of simulated gaze rotation.
Secondly, even if pursuit signals did have an effect on
heading error, that effect was not consistent with the
hypothesis. Let one focus on the data of subject EL
(Fig. 5). For fixation and 3 deg s−1 simulated gaze
rotation she made a heading error of about 5°. For that
gaze rotation the shift of the pseudo-focus amounts to
about 19°, so she compensated visually (14/19*100= )
73% of shift. For 3 deg s−1 pursuit to the right and no
simulated gaze rotation, according to the vector sub-
traction scheme 19° of compensation would have been
needed. EL’s bias in this case is 2°. Now (17/19*100= )
90% compensation would occur. Again if it is assumed
that unconditional vector subtraction occurs it must be
concluded that the visual system is more effective to
remove the rotational flow introduced by vector sub-
traction than the rotational flow on the retina. We
think that the data are more parsimoniously explained
by a scheme that does not seek to subtract out the
rotational flow due to pursuit, but that aims to achieve
dynamic tuning to the retinal flow by means of the
pursuit signal (see Section 1).
Interestingly, heading errors were only 6° at the
highest simulated gaze rotation of 4.7 deg s−1. This is
comparable to pointing errors reported by van den
Berg (1996). In that study it was attempted to reduce
the contribution of path errors to the pointing re-
sponse, by asking subjects to report the illusory motion
of the fixation point relative to themselves. Using quite
similar simulated scenes, ego-translation and rotational
speeds but totally different response measures we now
find very similar heading errors. Similarly, Stone and
Perrone (1997) using simulated curvi-linear motion re-
ported bias of about 4 deg. Because in that study the
simulated ego-motion parameters and depth were dif-
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ferent, about 30% smaller error would be expected for
similar performance. Apparently, the previous attempts
to direct the subject’s attention to the direction of
movement of the eye relative to the scene rather than
the path, and the current attempt to derive the heading
response from the path response are pointing to about
the same performance level: about ((1–6/28)*100=
)79% compensation by the visual system of the shift of
the pseudo-focus.
4.4. Perceied depth
The underestimation of perceived curvature and per-
ceived heading eccentricity (averaged across pursuit and
simulated gaze rotations) were remarkable. Either find-
ing points to overestimating in the scene the perceived
depth compared to the perceived lateral motion. This
contrasts with a number of findings that indicate that
perceived motion in depth is usually underestimated
relative to lateral motion (Brenner & vandenBerg, 1996;
Brenner, vandenBerg, and VanDamme, 1996; Harris,
2000). The data may be consistent with those earlier
findings, given that the matching tasks were quite dif-
ferent. In Brenner and van den Berg’s study, subjects
matched the perceived speed of an object that moved in
depth with the perceived speed of a subsequently later-
ally moving object. In both conditions the scene was
replete with depth cues (monocular and binocular).
Thus, two motion conditions were compared. In the
present case, a direction of perceived self-motion in
depth is compared to a static perspective drawing of the
future path. Even if perceived depth is smaller than
veridical during motion, if it is further reduced when
the scene freezes and the pointing response is made, this
will lead to settings that suggest overestimation of
depth.
4.5. Circular path percept from a strip of ertical
motion on the retina?
Wann and Swapp (2000) recently pointed out that
the flow field contains a simple cue to perceiving the
future path through the environment. They showed that
for motion on a circular path parallel to the ground,
retinal flow lines are curved unless one fixates a point
on the future path. In that case, the horizontal motion
on the retina of points on the future path is canceled.
Thus, the points that move purely vertically are located
in the vertical cylindrical region in space that one is
moving through. Wann and Swapp proceeded to show
that the curvature of the trajectories of environmental
objects indicate over or understeering, i.e. the extent by
which the curved path of locomotion will miss the
fixated target. Conversely, if steering results in straight
trajectories on the retina one will reach the fixated
target along the path that is marked by vertically
moving objects. Because in this experiment no active
control over the motion path was provided, this analy-
sis on steering behaviour may seem less relevant.
Yet, if this control strategy is part of the normal
locomotor pattern, the vertical motion for points on the
path may be a heuristic that subjects employ to judge
perceptually their future path when moving across the
ground. This idea is essentially stating that the per-
ceived path divides the visual field in two halves, one of
which contains motion that has a horizontal right ward
component and the other which has a horizontal com-
ponent that is directed left ward.
The results of Dyre and Andersen (1997) and our
own results (experiment 2) argue against this view.
Addition of the bi-radial flow did induce a clear percept
of ego-motion on a curved path in all three subjects
(Fig. 8). Yet, the addition of bi-radial flow to the radial
motion pattern only changed the speeds of the local
motion vectors. Similarly, Dyre and Andersen’s depth
manipulation only altered the speed of the radial pat-
tern. Hence, if the path setting divided the display in
two regions of opposite horizontal flow components,
perceived path curvature should be the same as for no
simulated rotation, i.e. no path curvature. This was not
the case.
Both Dyre and Andersen’s and our findings indicate
that a radial pattern with unbalanced speed results in a
percept of a curved ego-motion path in the direction of
the slower part of the display. The strip of vertical
movement is, however, still vertical through the heading
direction.
Conversely, addition of bi-circular flow to the radial
flow did change the directions. In the lower half of the
display where the line pointer appeared, bi-circular flow
of right ward simulated eye rotation would change the
local flow down and right of the heading direction into
vertical motion. Hence one would expect a curved path
percept to the left. This was also not found. Hence, the
observations are not consistent with dividing the flow
field into regions where the components of motion
perpendicular to the axis of rotation are directed oppo-
sitely. Rather it appears to be the case that asymmetry
in the speed distribution on the retina (Dyre & An-
dersen, 1997; this study: Fig. 8) combines non-linearly
with an extra-retinal eye movement signal (Fig. 6) to
support a percept of motion on a curved path. Thus, it
is the component of bi-radial flow that is not accompa-
nied by an extra-retinal signal that evokes a percept of
motion on a curved path.
4.6. A link to neurophysiology?
The distinction between path and heading errors is
relatively recent in the heading literature. Neurophysio-
logical data that pertain to path percepts directly are
scarce.
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In the monkey, area MST has been implicated in
heading perception (Britten & van Wezel, 1998), be-
cause micro stimulation in MST results in biased head-
ing responses. The wide receptive fields, and the
preference of cells in area MST for radial and various
kinds of rotational motion patterns (Saito, Yukie,
Tanaka, Hikosaka, Saito, Fukada, & Iwai, 1986;
Tanaka, Hikosaka, Saito, Yukie, Fukada, & Iwai,
1986; Tanaka & Saito, 1989; Duffy & Wurtz, 1991)
appear to make them fit for heading perception (and
other large-field visual motion tasks for that matter).
Moreover, various non-visual signals related to oculo-
motor (Squatrito & Maioli, 1997; Bremmer, Ilg, Distler,
& Hoffmann, 1997; Bradley, Maxwell, Andersen,
Banks, & Shenoy, 1996; Page & Duffy, 1999), vestibu-
lar (Duffy, 1998) and head-movement (Shenoy, Bra-
dley, & Andersen, 1999) interact with the visual flow
sensitivity in area MST. Physiologically inspired models
of heading perception use schematic versions of such
tuning properties (Perrone & Stone, 1994; Lappe &
Rauschecker, 1993; Lappe, 1998; Beintema & van den
Berg, 1998). Remarkable correlations between model
units and the actual tuning properties of the cells
(Lappe, Bremmer, Pekel, Thiele, & Hoffmann, 1996;
Perrone & Stone, 1998; Lappe & Duffy, 1999) to flow
patterns were reported. One might link such properties
to path percepts, if these cells show a particular sensi-
tivity to change in the direction of heading relative to
the environment over time. Recently, however, Paolini,
Distler, Bremmer, Lappe, and Hoffmann (2000)
showed that MST single unit response to changes in
retinal flow are generally symmetric in time. Reversing
the order of presentation of a sequence of flow fields
did not affect the cells’ responses, suggesting that at
least at the level of area MST the single cells do not
encode changing direction of heading per se but re-
spond in relation to the actual flow pattern.
As pointed out above, percepts of motion on a
curved path are influenced by eye movement signals
and the bi-radial component of rotational flow. Units
with tuning to bi-radial flow and a modulation of their
activity by an extra-retinal signal (suppression of their
activity by a matching eye-in-head rotation signal)
would seem an appropriate direction to extend the eye
velocity gain field model for heading perception
(Beintema & van den Berg, 1998) to begin to explain
perceived curved trajectories. Is there evidence for the
existence of such units?
A somewhat similar type flow is called ‘fanning’ and
consists of contraction onto an axis (that is free of
motion) in one half field and expansion away from the
axis in the other half field. This pattern of flow con-
forms to dynamic slant or tilt of a planar surface. A
similar component of flow can arise when the direction
of gaze changes during curved or oblique approach of,
and fixation of a point on, a wall. Sensitivity to fanning
flow patterns was investigated by Saito et al. (1986) in
area MST, and Schaafsma, Duysens, and Gielen (1997)
in area VIP. Tuning turned out to be rather broad for
the orientation of the axis about which the surface was
rotated in depth and it is not clear whether the cell’s
sensitivity is really specific to such patterns. The au-
thors know of no study that has used stimuli that more
closely mimic bi-radial flow. For the moment, one can
on the basis of the observation that a component of
fanning-like flow on the retina leads to a percept of
ego-motion on a curved path, only speculate that such
units might contribute to the percept of self-motion on
a curved path.
5. Conclusions
The interaction between visual and extra-retinal eye
movement signals has been analysed in detail for the
perception of tangent heading direction and the curva-
ture of the future path. It is found that visual and
extra-retinal signals interact non-linearly. The non-lin-
earity is revealed in both the direction and the path
curvature measures. It is suggested that the rotational
flow on the retina that normally accompanies gaze
rotation is decomposed into bi-circular and bi-radial
flow contributing to direction and curvature of the
perceived path, respectively.
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